An Introduction
Timbmet today has one of the UK’s most extensive timber and panel product ranges, complemented by a range of manufacturing services. We are dedicated to sourcing innovative timber products from around the world, driven by the demands of our customers. We are market leaders in our commitment to the sustainability and legality of our supply base and to responsible business solutions.
Timber Selection

We understand product quality is critical to your projects and we pride ourselves on exceptional customer service offering the best value. We also offer different grades to many timber species so that our customers receive the timber that matches their requirements.

All of our sawn selected orders are hand picked by our skilled staff, turning and selecting to meet your requirements. Many of our staff have over 30 years’ experience in the Timber industry.

Red Grandis

Our extensive supplier relationships allow us to continually research and source new products and species into the UK market, such as Red Grandis. Red Grandis is a versatile, high performing and FSC® 100% certified uniform hardwood timber from Uruguay. Red Grandis offers continuity of supply and is set to become the hardwood of the future with its versatility. Easily stained this durable timber provides a cost effective alternative to Sapele or Meranti.

Timber Machining

We can select sawn material from stock or source specific requests from our vast supplier network, and then, using our on-site facilities and expertise, we process the timber to your exacting requirements.

Whether it’s standard moulding profiles or bespoke requirements, our experienced team are here to help. See the manufacturing section for more details.

Our Timbers are suitable for a large range of applications including construction, joinery, profiles and mouldings, cladding and decking.
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Timbmet Engineered Components (TEC®) are highly engineered wood products designed to combine high performance and aesthetic appeal. They are made by joining/gluing multiple pieces of timber together.

Our significant stock range offers TEC® product for a number of markets:

- Windows
- Doors
- Stairs
- General Joinery

Why TEC®?

**Dimensional Stability:** The multi-layer construction of TEC® stabilises the finished product so that it moves in the more uniform way compared to solid wood.

**Reduced Handling:** The components are of regular sizes, the faces are clean and clear, making handling and storage easier and more efficient.

**Uniformed Performance:** TEC® components are consistently graded and dried, giving a uniform performance and appearance.

**Material Costs:** Costs based on yield of solid wood vs TEC® could save approx. 25%.

**Labour Costs:** TEC® is easy to assemble keeping labour costs to a minimum.

**Waste:** Made to measure components could result in 30% less waste and lower associated costs.

**Flawless:** TEC® products are free from splits, staining and virtually knot free.

**Environmentally Certified:** Waste is produced at the source of manufacture and is recycled back into other wood products.

**What Species?**

The TEC® range is available in four key species, with other species available to order. FSC® or PEFC Certified options are available.

- Sapele
- European Oak
- Red Grandis
- Redwood

Our Stock range includes: Stair Parts, Door Components, Window Components, Sandwich Panels and Bespoke TEC®.

Timbmet can manufacture Bespoke TEC® products for individual projects. To discuss your bespoke requirements, please contact our manufacturing team.
Timbmet offer a vast selection of industry standard profiles and a range of pre-fabricated mouldings from stock. From architrave to skirting, door linings to lippings, we have your requirements covered. Bespoke profiles and mouldings are also available from our in-house sawmill.

Cladding and Shingles
Timbmet offer a range of Cladding and Shingles, in a number of standard profiles and species. In addition to the stock species listed below, we also offer bespoke cladding in any of our stock timber species.

We can manufacture cladding to your exact specifications, creating bespoke profiles and sourcing alternative species.

Through our membership of the TDCA, Timbmet can provide professional installation advice and comprehensive product support. Our team are on hand to help you choose the right product for your project.

Our range of cladding options is both vast and diverse. We offer the following options from stock:
- Western Red Cedar
- Red Grandis
- Red Grandis – Oak stained
- Larch
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Timbmet offer a vast selection of industry standard profiles and a range of pre-fabricated mouldings from stock.

Mouldings and Profiles
Timbmet offer a vast selection of industry standard profiles in your choice of timber, in varying widths, thicknesses and species, and a range of pre-machined mouldings from stock.

Bespoke profiles and mouldings to your specifications are also available on request.
When it comes to panel products, we have your requirement covered.

### Our Products

#### Panels

As a leading importer and distributor of panel products, Timbmet offer an extensive range including veneered boards, melamine faced boards and raw board boards such as MDF, OSB, plywood and chipboard.

We also stock an extensive range of speciality products such as flexible MDF and plywood, and fire rated MDF, plywood and OSB. Melamine products from market leaders Egger, Kronospan and Finsa. Veneered MDF, plywood and chipboard products from Finsa and Losan. Plywood sourced from our manufacturing partners in Europe, South America and Asia.

When it comes to panel products, we have your requirement covered.

### Decorative Products

- Melamine
  - Egger
  - Kronospan
  - Finsa
  - Edging

- Veneer
  - MDF
  - Poplar Plywood
  - Birch Plywood
  - Lacquered
  - Edging

- Speciality Products
  - Flexible MDF & Plywood
  - Matchboard
  - Sundeala
  - Worktops

### Raw Board

- MDF
  - Standard
  - Lightweight
  - Moisture Resistant
  - Fire Rated
  - Low Formaldehyde
  - Medite Tricoya

- Chipboard
  - Furniture Grade
  - Moisture Resistant
  - Flooring
  - Mezzanine

- OSB
  - OSB3
  - Fire Rated

- Plywood
  - Birch
  - Poplar
  - Malaysian
  - Chinese
With over 700 laminates held ex-stock from three of the largest global manufacturers, we have you covered. Greenlam, Egger and Kronospan offer the ultimate in design and texture development.

**Greenlam**
Our Greenlam product offer consists of both HPL and compact laminate to service the Washroom, Locker, Door and commercial furniture markets. Laminate is stocked in:
- 2160 x 940mm
- 3050 x 1300mm
- 3660 x 1525mm
- Compact is stocked in both 10mm and 12mm in 3660 x 1830mm

**Egger**
Egger are the UK’s fastest growing laminate brand and Timbmet hold the full range ex-stock. A broad collection of over 300 decor options to cater for a wide range of applications with textures that add character and realism to allow you to create high value projects.

Two different sheet sizes are available to cover either the commercial furniture or door sectors. Sheet sizes held ex-stock are:
- 2150 x 950mm
- 3050 x 1310mm

Many of Egger laminate décors are also available in matching melamine products.

**Kronospan**
With UK laminate range of over 200 décors, Kronospan are building a reputation as one of UK laminate markets key brands. All of their laminate range is also backed up with matching MFC and MF MDF products.

**Bonding Service**
We also offer a full bonded board service and our extensive raw board stock provides you with a huge range of options. MDF, chipboard and plywood substrates with thickness options from 3mm to 50mm. We can offer small bespoke requirements to full production runs.
Timbmet stock and supply a vast range of timber based doors, doorblanks and associated products, specially selected and tailored to meet all requirements for this heavily legislated market sector.

- Doors
- Laminates
- Doorsets
- Door Lining/Framing
- Lippings
- Beading
- Architraves & Skirting

Blankfort
The Blankfort range of High Performance Fire Resisting Doorblanks, manufactured in Quebec province Canada since 1995, uses laminated and finger jointed slow growing softwood cores with MDF or Chipboard faces ideal for adhering laminates or real wood veneers. All Blankfort doors come with both FSC® and BM Trada Q Mark certification.

Fire resistance ratings available include 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes.

Timcore
Timcore is Timbmet’s very own branded product, new to the market in 2019 with BM Trada Q Mark fire door third party certification.

Precision manufactured using slow grown laminated and finger jointed calibrated softwood timber cores, with 4.5mm Internal MDF faces, this product has undergone extensive testing and is an ideal product for veneering or laminating. Extremely good value for money!

Halspan ProTech
Halspans’ range of FSC® certified solid timber core doorblanks marketed as ProTech, are manufactured using a tri-laminated softwood core with either External Plywood or Internal MDF paint grade faces. Available in 44mm FD30 and 54mm FD60 these cores are available as unlipped 2135mm x 915mm and 2440mm x 1220mm, or as pre lipped all edges door sizes, i.e. 1981mm x 762mm, 2040mm x 926mm etc.

All products have extensive test evidence, with technical support available and are FSC certified.

Halspan Chipboard Cores
Halspan is one of the most recognised and respected brands in the door and doorset manufacturing industry, and has forged its reputation upon extensive testing, and consistency of supply.

Halspan fire rated solid 3 layer particle board door cores are available in two ranges from stock, the popular Optima, and the more technically tested Prima.

Egger
EGGER offer FSC certified FD30 44mm thick Fire Door Cores which ensures you have a solution for all your residential and commercial projects be it a hotel, school, office, retail outlet or hospital.

Veneered Chipboard Doorblanks
Timbmet offer a range of pre veneered Halspan Optima door cores from stock, available in both FD30 and FD60, 2135mm x 915mm and 2440mm x 1220mm, these cores are supplied unfinished and unlipped for further fabrication. This product is ideal for manufacturers such as joiners shops, shop fitters and door manufacturers who require a fast turn around.

Veneered Prefinished Doors
Timbmet work very closely with Vicaima, and stock a limited range of their most popular veneered doors. We are able to offer all products from the Vicaima portfolio, to order subject to availability.

Purpose Made Bespoke Doors and Doorsets
Timbmet have forged very close working relationships with many of the door and doorset manufacturers in the UK, supplying them with timber door related products, and as such we are well positioned to take enquiries for purpose made bespoke doors and doorsets, and work with our contact base to be able to offer a supply chain solution if required, all on an enquiry for enquiry basis.
Our Products
Flooring Products & Services

With a long standing reputation for quality and hard-wearing performance, our premium flooring product range is suitable for commercial and domestic use.

Made from solid or engineered hardwood, our flooring is available in a choice of finishes; unfinished, oiled or lacquered, to suit all types of sub floor and installation.

We also have a wide range of doorblanks, door frames, window sills, handrails, TEC® stair parts, skirting and door and window parts available to match your Flooring.

All of our flooring is responsibly sourced.

Tavernflor® Solid Flooring
Tavernflor® solid oak hardwood flooring is available in unfinished, lacquered or brushed and oiled options.

Our rustic grade includes knots and sapwood for a natural look, offering a practical, reliable and hardwearing base.
A beautiful natural edition to any interior.

Silkflor® Engineered Flooring
Silkflor® flooring is our 20mm premium engineered option. Available in both a rustic oak and classic walnut grades with both lacquered and oiled finishing options.

Timbflor® Engineered Flooring
Timbflor® flooring is our 15mm commercial engineered option. Available in 8 designs including hand scraped and colour stained with both lacquered and brushed & oiled finishes.

Flooring Accessories
To compliment our extensive flooring range we stock a comprehensive range of flooring accessories, including adhesives, oils and cleaners and underlays.

Made from solid or engineered hardwood, our flooring is available in a choice of finishes.
We have the best of both worlds when it comes to decking. Our traditional range of hardwood decking is complimented by our stunning range of composite products.

Composite Decking
Composite Prime’s range of HD Deck feature an array of benefits that will keep your garden looking great for years to come. Their wood plastic composite utilises the latest technology to create beautiful composite garden products that not only look like timber but also offer additional benefits that can only be achieved from a composite material. With no life extending treatments necessary, this low maintenance composite decking offers a durable alternative to traditional timber products.

Eco-friendly End of Life Oak
One of the main ingredients of wood plastic composite is wood flour.Composite Prime uses FSC® 100% certified wood that traces each species back to the sustainable forest it was sourced from, ensuring the quality of the wood composites because they know the origin and species of tree in their wood flour. Timber used in HD Deck is end of life oak hardwood and can be traced back to the exact forest it was sourced from, so always following FSC best practices in regards to maintaining sustainable forests.

• Recycled Plastic
• Low Maintenance
• Durable
• Slip Resistant
• Safety Conscious
• Barefoot Friendly

HD Deck XS
HD Deck XS, (XS meaning the product is strong) offers a host of different colourways that will enhance any style of garden. It is safe in all weathers as it has an increased slip resistance and finally and perhaps the most important, it has a Class C fire rating which means it is safer than other timber and composite decking products on the market.

HD Deck Dual
HD Deck Dual’s decking boards have an unrivalled likeness to timber which really sets it apart from other composite decking available. The natural wood grain not only looks great, but also offers maximum performance against stains and fading. The dual-sided composite decking board offers two colour options in one, providing the opportunity to lay a deck with contrasting colours to create a bespoke finish.

HD Deck Dual takes composite decking boards to the next level with its ‘capped’ design, creating a protective layer that offers increased protection against fading and the elements for an extra long life.

Hardwood Decking
The demand for high quality hardwood decking continues to grow and we have a significant stock range to service all requirements. Our Yellow Balau Hardwood Decking is available as FSC and non-FSC in two standard profiles. For an alternative profile or bespoke requirements we can also manufacture to an exact specification.

Our hardwood decking is offered in 19mm, 21mm and 28mm thicknesses and in 90mm and 145mm widths.

Our durable deck boards do not normally require finishing, however their appearance can be enhanced by using modern decking finishes if required. All decking boards are supplied ready-ridged for drainage and enhanced grip in wet weather.

• 2 standard profiles
• Can be left untreated
• Bespoke profiles on request
• Other Species available

Our Yellow Balau decking is endorsed through the TDCA’s Deckmark® quality assurance scheme.
Our range of manufacturing services is one of the most comprehensive in the UK. Our technology and expertise, combined with our extensive range of product, means we can support all your Timber and Panel requirements. Let us become an extension of your workshop during those busy times or for that specific requirement.

**Timber**
Your orders are hand-picked by our skilled staff, many of whom have over 30 years’ experience in the Timber industry. They turn and select the Timber to meet your requirements, optimising the yield from each piece.

Timbmet will work with you from your initial specification through to the finished article, simplifying the entire process. From finding the right Timber species, turning your sketches into components, manufacturing the components, finishing them and delivering them to you on time.

**CAD**
Our powerful CAD software enables us to transform a simple sketch or photograph into a professional drawing, or create a match for an existing sample.

**Sawing**
Our cross cutter, twin line and multi-rip saws allow us to provide a fast and efficient sawing service. Our multi-rip saw can cut multiple pieces in the same pass; helping us to reduce production times.

**Moulding**
The cutter is transferred to one of our Powermat moulding machines ready to produce your finished component.

**Priming**
We also offer a full priming service to save our customers time and money.

**Panels**
With beam saw, CNC and edgebanding capabilities, we can offer a complete panel service to our customers. Our manufacturing service is backed up by our vast panel stock holding from the industries leading manufacturers such as Egger, Kronospan, Greenlam, Finsa, Losan, Medite and Smartply.

**CNC Service**
From simple CNC requirements, to more intricate designs, Timbmet can help. If you’re not sure where to start, don’t worry; talk to our Technical Team and they’ll support you along the way.

Using our 3-axis CNC machine, our skilled team of operators can engrave patterns, images or text onto sheet materials. Every job is hand-finished, giving you a high quality result.

A wide variety of specifications are achievable. Maximum board size is 3050 x 1525mm.

**Cut-to-Size Service**
Using the latest optimisation and production software, our team will identify the most efficient cutting patterns for your final requirements, whatever Panel product you choose. This will minimise waste and reduce your costs and lead times.

**Edging Service**
In addition to our extensive range of Panel products and matching edging, we can also edge your decorative boards for you; saving you valuable time and effort.
Timbmet’s position as one of the leading suppliers of timber products in the UK brings with it a great responsibility towards the environment. Timbmet are market leaders in our commitment to the sustainability and legality of our supply base and to responsible business solutions.

We are rigorous in our approach to environmental responsibility and demanding in our expectations of others. Illegal logging and/or poor forest management pose a huge threat to the sustainability of forests, the survival of their eco-systems and the economy of producer countries. These practices, which include over-harvesting, non-payment of taxes, theft or environmental damage present a major problem to the legitimate timber industry by damaging its reputation and depressing prices.

We have been independently audited to ensure that we are compliant with the European Union Timber Regulation (EUTR), both as an operator and as a trader and are members of the Timber Trade Federation (TTF) and have signed up to their Responsible Purchasing Process (RPP).

We fully support independent third party certification schemes of timber products (such as FSC® and PEFC) as the best way to demonstrate compliance with the EUTR and the RPP. We are committed to increasing the proportion of our purchasing that is certified. Where certification is not available we investigate the origin via a robust Due Diligence process.

Timbmet are market leaders in our commitment to the sustainability and legality of our supply base and to responsible business solutions.

Look for our FSC®-certified products.
Head Office

Shellingford
White Horse Park
Ware Road
Stanford In The Vale
Oxon
SN7 8NY
T: +44 (0)1865 860350 / 860351
F: +44 (0)1865 864367
E: oxfsales@timbmet.com

Depots

Glasgow
235 Bogmoor Road
Shieldhall
Glasgow
G51 4SH
T: +44 (0)141 440 6600
F: +44 (0)141 445 5736
E: glwsales@timbmet.com

Poole
Unit 4 Lion Works Industrial Estate
543 Wallisdown Road
Poole, Dorset
BH12 5AD
T: +44 (0)1202 531926
F: +44 (0)1202 537918
E: poole@timbmet.com

Stonehouse
14 Gloucester Road
Stonehouse
Gloucesstershire
GL10 2PB
T: +44 (0)1453 826886
F: +44 (0)1453 828029
E: stonehouse@timbmet.com

www.timbmet.com